Accessories
Three-bar Plant Hanging System

Hanging basket planters are a profitable
addition to any livegoods selling mix. Our
Three-bar Plant Hanging System lets you
cross merchandise up to nine planters per
section. Order one section for a three-footwide display, two for a 5.5-foot display, or
three for each eight-foot display. Simply slide
them in place on your new fixtures, no tools
required!

The Three-bar Plant Hanging system is compatible with the following fixtures:

All 5-level Pyramids

All 3-step Wall Displays

All 4-step Wall Displays

Round Plant Hanging System

The Round Plant Hanging System is the ideal
addition to either of our Three-tiered Round
displays. Standing 81 inches above the
ground -- a full 36 inches above the top level
of the display -- this accessory really tops
them all! Baskets hang from a powder-coated
steel grid for maximum versatility. When fully
merchandised, this system creates one of our
most impressive displays.

The Round Plant Hanging system is compatible with the following fixtures:

BR484503T

BR604503T
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Accessories

Caster Bars

Everyone and everything seems to be on the
move these days and garden center fixtures
are no exception. Now you can add our
heavy-duty powder-coated steel caster bar
system to most of our displays and put your
whole world in motion. Each eight-foot display
requires four caster bars. 66-inch displays
require three and 36-inch units only need two.
Just tip back your fixture and slide them into
place. It's really that easy!

Caster Bars are compatible with the following fixtures:

All Pyramids

All Wall Displays
(except Octagon Wall)

All Aisle Merchandisers
(except 16" deep)

Sign Kit

NEW!
Our Sign Kit comes with everything you need
to add signage to your displays. No tools are
required! Just clip Sign Kits to any legs on the
display, insert your own 7" x 11" graphic and,
viola! You've got a custom signage solution.
Order as many as you want, we'll make more!
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